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For any ring R the nth Lie ideal L,(R) of R, n > 1. is the ideal generated 
by all Lie elements (r,...., r,,), riER,. where (r,)=r,.(r,,rZ)=r,rT-r?r, 
and, inductively, (r, ,.... r,-,, rn) = ((r ,...., r ,, ,), r,). Analogously, for any 
group G the n th term y,(G) of the lower central series of G is the subgroup 
generated by all commutators [g ,,..., g,]. gi E G, where [g,] =g,, 
Iglrg2] =g;‘g;‘g, gz and, inductively, [gl,...,g,,l = [lg,..... g,-,I, g,,l. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let R be a ring \vith identitv 1 and U(R) be the group of 
units of R. For each tt > I, y,(U(R)) < 1 + L,,(R). 
In particular, if R is the group ring of G over some unital ring, then 
L,(R) = 0 implies that G is nilpotent of class at most rt - 1 (cf. 
14, Chap. 5 I). T wo further immediate consequences of Theorem A: With 
R = ZF, the integral group ring of a free group F, y,,(F) = Ff? (1 + L,,(R)): 
with R = Z[ [Xl], the free associative power series ring over X. the 
elements 1 + x, x E X, generate module L,,(R), a free nilpotent group of class 
n - 1 (cf. 12, Chap. 51). 
There is a related sequence 2”(R) defined by Y;(R) = L,(R) for n = 1,2 
and, inductively. Yn(R) is the ideal generated by all (r, s). r E Ynm,(R), 
SER,. A straightforward induction. using the identity [g. h j = 
gm’h-‘(g, h) + 1 for any g, h E U(R), shows that y,,(U(R))< 1 + 2’,(R). 
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Sandling [3 ] considered the modified dimension problem of identifying 
G n (1 + 9’,(R)), where G is a group and R = ZG. For example, he showed 
that l,,,(G) = G n (1 + 9,(R)), n < 6, for G arbitrary and for all n if G is 
metabelian. Since Y”(R) > L,(R), these results hold if Y=(R) is replaced by 
L,,(R). However, in general L$(R) 4 L,(R) for any n > 3 (Corollary 3.6) so 
one might hope for improved results with this replacement. 
In Section 3 we consider the algebra of Lie ideals and prove that 
L,,(R) L,(R) G L m+n-z(R) for all m, n > 2 (Theorem 3.2) and (L,(R), L,(R), 
L,(R)) G L k + m + n _ 3(R ) (Corollary 3.5). Finally, Example 3.5 illustrates that, 
in general, L;(R) $ L,(R) for any n, which confirms a long-standing 
conjecture of Jennings [ 11. 
2. PROOFOFTHEOREM A 
For the proof of Theorem A it suffices to show that for any n and any 
aj E U(R), [a,,..., a,] - 1 E L(R), since L,(R) is an ideal. The proof is by 
induction on n > 1, and for the general induction step we will prove the 
following stronger result. 
THEOREM A’. For any a, E U(R) and any n > 1, 
Ia , ,..., a,] - 1 E P,,(R), 
P,,(R)= {rE L,(R)I(r, rl,...r rk) E L,+,(R) 
forallriER andallk> 1). (2.1) 
Notice that P,(R) includes the generating set ((s,,..., s,)Isi E R} of L,(R). 
Further, we have the following lemma, which follows immediately from 
(2.1). 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) P,,(R) is a Z-module. 
(ii) For any r E L,(R), r E P,,(R) if and only if (r, s) E P,+,(R) for 
anysER. 
The first step in the proof of Theorem A', the case where n = 1, is trivial 
since P,(R) = R. For the general step in the induction it must be shown that 
for any a,bEU(R), [a,b]-lEP,+,(R) if a-lEP,(R). Since 
[a, bj - 1 = a -‘b-‘(u,b)=a -‘b-‘(a- 1,6), and (a- l,b)EL,+,(R), by 
definition, it suffices to show that for any bi E R and any k > 1, 
(a-‘b-‘(a, b), b ,,..., b,J E Lntk+,(R). 
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LEMMA 2.2. If a - 1 E P,(R), then for any bE U(R), b-‘(a,b)E 
P,,+ ,(R). More generally, for any bi E R, k > 1, 
(b-l@. b), b ,,..., b/J = b-‘(a, b ,,..., b,, b) 
+‘- b~‘(a,bicl,,...,bi(k+l))b 
T 
for suitable biti, E R. P-2) 
Proof Induction on k > 1. For k = 1, (2.2) follows from the identity 
(b-‘(a,b),b,)=b-‘(a,b,,b)+bp’(a,b,b,b-’)b 
-b-‘(a.b,b-‘,b)b, (2.3) 
which can be verified by direct expansion. For the inductive step assume 
(2.2) for some k > 1 and set r = (a, b, ,..., bk); si = (a, bi, ,, ,..., bitk+ ,,). Then, 
(b-‘(a, b), b,,.... b,+,)=(b~‘(r,b),b,+,)+~(b~‘s,b,b,+,). 
The latter summation has the required form since Ci(b -‘sib, b,, ,) = 
~ib~‘(si.bb,+, b - ‘) b, and the remaining term, (b ‘(r, b), b,, ,), can be 
brought into the required form by direct application of (2.3) with r replacing 
a and b,,, replacing b,. We omit the routine details. 
The next identity. recorded as Lemma 2.3, is verified by direct expansion. 
LEMMA 2.3. For any a. b, c, d E R, 
(abc, d) = (ac, db) - (c, adb) + (bc, ad) - (bc, u, d) + (c, a, db). (2.4) 
The next lemma completes the general induction step in the proof of 
Theorem A’. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let a, b E U(R), with a - 1 E P,(R). Then a-‘b-‘(u, 6) E 
P,,+,(R). 
Proof. As remarked above, am’b-‘(a,b)EL,+,(R), so by 
Lemma 2. I (ii), it suffices to show that for any d E R, (a - ‘b ‘(a, b), d) E 
P,,+*(R). To this end we apply Lemma 2.3 with a replaced by a-‘, b by 6-l. 
c by (a, b). Thus, 
(a-‘b-‘(a, b), d) = (a-‘@, b), db-‘) - (a, b,a-‘db-‘) 
+(b-‘(a,b),a-‘d)-(b-‘(a,b),a-‘,d) 
+ (a,b,a-‘,db -‘). (2.5) 
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The second and last terms of the right side of (2.5) are in P,+-,(R), by 
hypothesis. The first term is in P,,+?(R) since a ‘(a, b) = (a. a -‘6) = 
(a ~ 1. a-lb). and the remaining terms are in P,, :(R), by Lemma 2.2. This 
proves the lemma and, hence, Theorem A’. 
In the next section it will be shown that P,,(R) forms a subring of R. which 
yields as a corollary to Theorem A’ that I~,,(U(R)) - 1 < P,,(R ). 
~.THE ALGEBRA OF LIE IDEALS 
In this section we obtain some general results concerning the Lie ideals 
L,,(R). improve on some results of Jennings and confirm a long-standing 
conjecture of Jennings. 
LEMMA 3.1. For all a. b. ci E R, n > 1, 
(ab. c, ,.... cn) = 6 K- (a,c,, ,...( 
,-o -Y 
c,)(b, c,j+ ,,n. . . . . c,,,), 
where for each 0 <j < n, a ranges over all permutations of’ ( I,.... n } such 
that lo < ... <ju,(j+ 1)~ < .e. < na. 
Proof: The proof is by an easy induction on n using the identity 
tab, c) = a(b, c) + (a, c) b 
for n = I and for the inductive step. We omit details. 
THEOREM 3.2. For ay, tn. n > 2. L,,, L, < L,,, , n _?. 
Proof: It clearly suffices to show that for any a,, bi E R,AB E L,n+,,mz, 
where .+I = (a, . . . . . a,). B = (b, ,..., b,). The proof is by induction on n >, 2 for 
an arbitrary tn > 2. For n = 2 there is nothing to prove. Thus, assume n > 2 
and that for any A’ = (ai . ..., ah), B’ = (bi ,..., 6;). 2 < k < n - 1, tn arbitrary, 
A’B’ E Lm+k-I. Thus, the proof consists in showing that for any ai, b; E R 
(a,,,, t-W,,&, . . . . 6,) E L,+.-z(Rj. 
where r = (a, . . . . . a,-, ). By Lemma 3.1, (a,(b,, b2), r, 6, ,..., b,j = (a,, r) 
(b, . b2 ,.... 6,) plus terms in L,+j(R). LnSj(R) or in L,+,(R). Lnmj+,,-,(R) 
for values ofj from 1 to n - 2, inclusive. By hypothesis, L,+j(R) . L, -,JR) < 
L m-n-2 (R). Further, AB is congruent to BA modulo L,,,, so, again by 
hypothesis, Lj+,(R). Ln-j+m-l(R) < Lm+n-2(R)* Finally, (aml(bt3 b,), 
r. b 3 ,.... b,) = (-r, a,(b,, bJ, b, ,..., b,) E L,+,- z(R), and, hence (a,, r) 
(b,, bzv-., b,,) E L,,+,m ?(R), which completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Foran}~m.n~2,P,.P,~P,,._z(R). 
Proof. Suppose r E P,,,(R), s E P,(R). By Theorem 3.2, r. s E L,(R) . 
L,,(R) < L,,,+,- z(R). Further, by Lemma 3.1. (rs, a ,,.... ak) (5 C,f~_O L,+,(R). 
L ,+km,i(R) < Lm+nmJ+k. again by Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.4. For an)’ n. y,(U(R)) - 1 < P,(R). 
COROLLARY 3.5. (i) Let b. c, d be generators of L,(R). L,,,(R), L,,(R), 
respective!v. k, m, n 2 2. Therl for an!’ ri E R 
(r,b. r2c. r,d) E Lk+m+n(R). 
(ii) For any k. m. n > 2 
W,(R).L,(Rh L,,(R)) < Lk+m+n-j(R). 
Proofs. (i) Repeated applications of the identity (ab, c) = a(b, c) + (a, c) b 
yield 
(r, b, r?c. r,d) = r,rzrJ(b. c, d) + r, rJb, c, rz) d + r, r,(b, r2, d) c 
+ r2r3(r,, c, d) b + r,(b, r2, r3) cd + r2(r,, c. r.4 d 
+ r3(r,. rz. d) bc + (r,, r?. r3) bed. (3.1) 
Using Theorem 3.2 it is routine to verify that each term of (3.1) is in 
L m+n+km3(R), as required. 
(ii) The proof follows from (i). 
COROLLARY 3.6. For aj1.v m > 1, k > 2. 
Ld-tM)) ,< Lm-3m+ ,(R), 
L 2,+,(Lk(R))~L,~,+,,k-~m(R). 
Proof. Follows from Corollary 3.5 by induction on m. 
The following corollary. which follows directly from Corollary 3.6, 
improves on a result of Jennings [ 1 1. 
COROLLARY 3.7. 
LdL,(R)) < L.l,,,+ ,@I, 
L 2m+,W,(R)) G L,,n+AR), 
for anJ9 m > 1. 
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In [ 1 ] Jennings observed that if R is finitely generated, then 
L;(R) ,< L,(R) for n large enough. He conjectured that this no longer holds 
for R countably generated, and the following example confirms his con- 
jecture. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let G = g&x,, x2 ,..., Ix: = 1, [xi, xi, xk] = I, for all i, j, k) 
and R = Z,G. Then L;(R) 4 L,(R) for any n. 
Proof: Using the identity [a, 61 = a - ‘b ‘(a, b) - 1, a routine expansion 
shows that for any a, b, c E G, 0 = [a, 6, c] - 1 = c-lb-‘~-‘(a, b, c) + 
(Ic,ab] - 1)(1 - [ha]). H ence, L,(R) is generated by all elements of the 
form ([c, ba] + l)([b,a] + 1) or, replacing a by b -‘a, by all 
([c, al + l)([h al + I), a, b E G. 
In terms of the generators of G this means that L,(R) is generated by all 
elements ([xi,xj] + l)([xi,xk] + 1) and by all elements ([xi, xj] + 1) 
(Ixk9-y,l + l) + (lxi7xkl + I)([ xI, xj] + 1). Thus, for any n, L,(R) does not 
contain 
([XI,-%] + 1)(1x39-%1 + I>*.* ([XZn-I*-%nl + 1) 
=x,x*(x,, xz)-qx&, X?) **. XZn-,XZn(X*n-,,-~?“), 
which is congruent to 
x,x: .a. xZn~,X*n(X,rXZ) *.. (XZn-,.XJ, 
modulo L,(R). Hence, (x,,xz) a** (xZnP,,xZn)E L’@)\L,(R). 
COROLLARY 3.9. With R as in Example 3.5, 5$(R) 4 L,(R) for an>’ 
n > 3. 
Proof: By Example 3.5, it suffices to show that 
for n > 2. For n = 2 there is nothing to prove. Thus, assume by induction 
that 
Then, 
(x,9x*)(x31x4) ... (x*“-,~x*n) 
= (XI, x*(x3 3 x4) *-* hn- IV %I)) 
-x2(x,, (.q,xJ **a (xZn--IvxZn))9 
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The first term on the right is in Pn+,(R) + L,(R), by definition, and a 
routine induction shows that the latter is in L,(R). Hence, 
(-Ylr-q).-. (-~Zn-,,-~Zn)E~+,(R)+L3(R), 
which completes the proof. 
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